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Nicolas Journo 
Letter of Recommendation 
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To whom it may concern, 
 
The LaCamaraderie team had the pleasure of working with Nicolas Journo when 
he joined the studio as part of an internship in autumn 2016. 
It is a pleasure to write this recommendation since I am convinced that 
he will be an asset to any design studio. 
 
LaCamaraderie is a franco-canadian interdisciplinary design studio based in 
Montréal developing meaningful narratives for both the cultural and commercial 
sectors. Our studio has a partnership program with France in which we select a 
team of young french designers every year. 
 
In collaboration with us, Nicolas developed creative solutions and designs for: 
 

➔ An interactive exhibition at Place-des -Arts,  
➔ An urban signage in the Montreal Latin Quarter 
➔ An ephemeral architecture for Igloofest  (a winter festival) 
➔ Content marketing gifs to promote Québec Lifesciences industry 
➔ Miscellaneous other small studio chores like petting our cat mascot, 

making origami and coffee! 
 
Nicolas is one of the most promising interaction designer we had in the last few 
years. 
 

➔ Nicolas is trustworthy, showed self-initiative and  is a dedicated hard 
worker; a set of values that are rare in a young adult these days. 

➔ He comes from an intensive project-based pedagogy with industrial 
partnerships. 

➔ Settling in Canada from France conveys an organized person, and his 
exchange year in Japan indicates a maturity beyond his years. 

➔ Working with Nicolas was a joy for me and his co-workers. 
➔ Nicolas has a great knowledge of all the expected software tools: 2D & 

3D. And he’s bilingual of course. 
 
We truly feel Nicolas embodies a new breed of designer who can work in a range 
of disciplines where interaction is key: branding, advertising, technology based 
projects (online, object and space). 
 
Future employers should feel confident that their requests will be addressed in a 
timely manner and with consistent quality. Nicolas proven commitment to the 
work at our organization I am confident will transfer to his work with any future 
employers. 
 

 
 
Alexandre Renzo 
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